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PUBLICATIONS OF OPP INSTITUTIONS

1- Quarterly Progress Report 1 st to 148 th
6- Repair and Rehabilitation: Aftermath of the December 1986 Riots by Aquila Ismail and Perween Rahman.
7- The Low Cost Sanitation program of the OPP - Six questions by Arif Hasan: Apr’1987.
9- Masons Training Program for Housing by Perween Rahman Aug’ 89.
12- Low Cost Sanitation Programme- Statistical Data (Survey Nov. 89)
15- House building by low income families in Orangi by Akhter Hameed Khan: Aug. 1990
23- Case study of Orangi and OPP by Akhter Hameed Khan: Nov’ 92.
24- Scaling-up of the OPP's Low Cost Sanitation programs by Arif Hasan: March 1993.
27- Orangi Pilot Project Programmes by Akhter Hameed Khan: Jan’ 94.
36- Oais Training Manual by Ayesh Shazad April 1996.
44- Primary Health Care and Family Planning Program in Orangi – Dr. Shamim Z. Khan.
45- Orangi Pilot Project – Institutions and Programs June 2000.
48- Comparative study of Family Planning Programme of KHASDA-OPP in project area and non project area.
49- Katchi Abadis of Karachi – Documentation of sewerage, water supply lines, clinics, schools and thallas – Volume I (first 100 katchi abadis surveyed) – March 2002 by OPP-RTI
50- Orangi Pilot Project- Institutions and Programs- a case study - Perween Rahman June 2002
51- Proceedings of the 1 st to 10 th Dr. Ahtedar Hameed Khan Development Forum – Aquila Ismail, Fazal Noor and Salma Mir. Latest Dec'09.
58- The micro-credit program of OPP- OCT by Aquila Ismail 2005.
60- Map showing the Natural nalas and drainage channels of Karachi – Dec'2006.
63- Profiles of lane managers of the sanitation program – March – 2008.
64- Katchi Abadis of Karachi – Volume-III (third batch of 100 K.A. surveyed) – Aug’09
67- Profile of 10 women entrepreneurs – By Salma Mir – June 2014

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS CAN BE DOWN LOADED
1- LESSONS FROM KARACHI: THE ROLE OF DEMONSTRATION, DOCUMENTATION, MAPPING AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING IN ADVOCACY FOR IMPROVED URBAN SANITATION AND WATER SERVICES BY ARIF PERVERAZ, PERWEEN RAHMAN AND ARIF HASAN - AUGUST 2008
2- Water and Sanitation mapping in Pakistan-A Water Aid study by Katherine Welle-June 2006
3- Orangi Pilot Project (OPP)- Institutions and Programs by Perween Rahman-June- 2012
4- Katchi abadis of Karachi a survey of 334 katchi abadis by Perween Rahman-2004
5- Some lessons learnt while working with community Government NGOs/CBOs and some axioms- by Perween Rahman and Anwar Rashid -September 2006